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ABSTRACT This study evaluates the effects ofMulticondition Training (MCT) on computer aided diagnosis
systems for voice quality assessment associated to exudative lesions of Reinke’s space. This technique
adds various noise conditions to the speech recordings in order to recreate realistic acoustic environments.
Four different databases (Massachussets Eye and Ear Infirmary, UEX-Voice, Saarbrücken, and Hospital
Universitario Príncipe de Asturias) recorded in very different acoustic environments are used. We compare
the outcomes of random forest classifier models comprising feature selection, hyperparameter tuning, and
cross-validation attending the specific MCT schema used to separate healthy from pathological subjects for
three diseases (nodules, polyps, and Reinke’s edema). Apart from the clean case baseline, an asymmetric
(one subject recording is affected only by one noise recording) and two symmetric (one subject recording is
affected by all the noise recordings) noise-based MCT scenarios are considered. These scenarios are created
by adding realistic acoustic noise of different types to the sustained /a/ vowel recordings. The symmetric
approaches are affected bymethodological concerns and are tested with a comparative purpose, to emphasize
these issues. Experimental results highlight the drawbacks of symmetric MCTs and exclude these techniques
as a viable option. In contrast, asymmetric MCT is proven to be a suitable noise-robust approach to build
a diagnosis system for exudative lesions of Reinke’s space, as performance obtained with the resulting
classifiers is not far from the performance obtained for clean training.

INDEX TERMS Acoustic features, computer aided diagnosis (CAD), machine learning, multicondition
training (MCT), nodules, polyps, Reinke’s edema.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human voice production can be affected by a wide range of
conditions, either vocal specific like nodules, polyps, cleft lip
and palate, or by other disorders which affect motor control
like neurodegenerative diseases. Either way, voice quality
assessment is a reliable source of information for physicians
and patients for diagnosis and monitoring of the underlying
disease.

Nodules, polyps, and Reinke’s edema are the main lesions
that occur in Reinke’s space [1]. Although their etiologic
factors are different, their pathologic features are quite similar
and diagnosis usually relies on the clinical description of
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the patient. Classical voice quality assessment relies on
cumbersome techniques such as videostroboscopy or laryn-
goscopy, procedures which are highly invasive and uncom-
fortable for patients, and require expensive equipment and
expert practitioners. It is for such that Computer Aided Diag-
nosis (CAD) tools are of great interest since they can help
diagnosis procedures by using voice recordings as a non-
invasive biomarker. They are non-intrusive as they only per-
form signal processing of voice samples [2].

Different signal sources have been taken into considera-
tion, being the most usual vocal production recordings and
electroglottography (EGG) [3]. Both techniques have their
pros and cons: whereas the latter one needs of specific equip-
ment like electrodes and laryngograph, voice analysis only
needs common recording equipment like microphones and
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sound interfaces, being high quality devices widely available
even in portable format like modern smartphones. However,
such vocal recording devices are prone to be affected by inter-
ferences like environmental and electronic noise or reverbera-
tion, whereas EGG, measuring the glottal activity, is affected
only by noise induced in the equipment electronics. Further-
more, the need of specific devices makes EGG less common
and available. Vocal recordings will be, therefore, the subject
of this study.

Research conducted in order to find reliable automatic
voice quality assessment systems has considered different
approaches [4]. One of them is by looking for newmeaningful
features, using a well known classifier. In that regard mul-
tiple research lines have been proposed, from pitch related
features [5], cepstral analysis [6]–[8], non-linear analysis
[9], [10] or wavelet transformation [11]. Other common
route is researching a good new classifier which improves
the already known ones, since new machine learning tech-
niques are being constantly researched, and many of them
have been applied to this particular field using already
known features [12]. Examples are hidden Markov models
(HMM) [13], gaussian mixture models (GMM) [14], support
vector machines [15], random forests [16] or more recently
artificial neural networks [7] and deep neural networks [17]
among others. Even data augmentation techniques have been
proposed, creating synthetic feature values in order to supply
data for the classifiers due to the lack of pathological record-
ings [18], or new selection techniques, like paraconsistent
machines [19].

Most of these systems are developed on voice databases
collected in the best recording conditions available. The
most common database is the Massachusets Eye and Ear
Infirmary (MEEI) database [20], available since 1994, but
nowadays some other databases have been created, like
Hospital Universitario Príncipe de Asturias (HUPA), span-
ish database [21], Saarbrücken Voice Database (SVD), ger-
man database [22], or the Arabic Voice Pathology Database
(AVPD), arabic database [23]. All of them were recorded in
sound proofed rooms and even use KayPENTAX Computer-
ized Speech Lab. However, those controlled acoustical and
technical conditions can not be replicated in a real clinical
environment, or from the opposite side, realistic noise condi-
tions are not represented in the databases.

Multicondition Training (MCT) alleviates such underrep-
resentation by artificially adding noise to selected samples
from the voices database prior any processing. That technique
has been used in other application fields [24], [25] but, to the
best of the author’s knowledge, it has never been applied
to voice quality assessment. The field of pathological voice
detection represents a new challenge since the noise com-
ponents caused by the pathology have to be discriminated
within a noisy environment. In the present study we build
MCT systems and evaluate their effects on the ability of
the resulting classifier to distinguish between healthy and
pathological voices affected by Reinke’s space diseases such
as nodules, polyps, and Reinke’s edema.

II. VOICE DATABASES
We use four voice databases recorded in different environ-
ments: MEEI, well known and widely used as a research
dataset, recorded in the most favorable conditions; a dataset
collected at Universidad de Extremadura (UEX-Voice),
recorded at a more realistic environment; SVD collected by at
Institut für Phonetik, Universität des Saarlandes; and HUPA
database, recorded by Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.

A. PARTICIPANTS
Details of the participants taken into consideration can be
found below. All of the databases were previously sanitized
in order to avoid undesired issues, as some databases lack
information like some subjects’ age at the time of recording,
others include more than one recording for a given subject
and health status, and there are even cases where a subject
has samples in both healthy and pathological groups in the
same database.

MEEI database, commercialized by KayPentax Corp,
compiles recordings of voices affected by a wide variety of
diseases along with a control group of healthy recordings
as well. 53 healthy people are present, and nodules, polyps,
and Reinke’s edema have a representation of 18, 20, and
25 subjects, respectively.

UEX-Voice database recordings were performed in a diag-
nosis room at Hospital San Pedro de Alcántara (HSPdA),
Cáceres [26], with no special sound isolation from aisles and
surroundings (street noise, waiting rooms. . . ). Those record-
ings include 24 nodules, 30 polyps, and 30 Reinke’s edema
samples. 30 healthy subjects were recruited among admin-
istration staff volunteers from Universidad de Extremadura
during an annual health check-up, where an otorhinolaryn-
gologist performed an evaluation and assessed a good vocal
health status. All of the volunteers signed an informed
consent concerning subsequent studies using the collected
information.

SVD database [22] is a vast collection of recordings com-
piled by Institut für Phonetik at Universität des Saarlandes
and the Phoniatry Section of the Caritas Clinit St. Theresia in
Saarbrücken. It contains 869 healthy recordings, 17 nodules,
40 polyps, and 51 Reinke’s edema samples. This huge imbal-
ance in number had to be addressed by making a selection of
healthy subjects: We tried to match the numbers of female
and male subjects while keeping the average and standard
deviation of the age as even as possible by matching each
of the pathological utterances with a healthy one of the same
sex and closest age possible, without repetitions.

HUPA database [27] was recorded by Universidad Politéc-
nica de Madrid in Hospital Universitario Príncipe de
Asturias. It contains 239 healthy, 29 nodules, 28 polyps,
and 28 Reinke’s edema utterances. As for SVD database,
the imbalance was addressed by picking healthy subjects
which matched the sex and age distribution of each of the
diseases being considered, again matching healthy sex-age
samples with each pathological recording without repetitions.
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Table 1 shows sex and age distribution for each combina-
tion of database and disease after balancing SVD and HUPA
databases.

B. RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MEEI database was recorded in a most optimal environ-
ment using KayPENTAX Computerized Speech Lab, a state-
of-the-art equipment purposely designed for voice disease
research, including features like professional grade audio
capture or calibrated input [28]. Although recording condi-
tions were strictly controlled, they vary among pathological
and healthy voices, with different sampling rates, 50 kHz for
normal vs. 25 kHz for pathological, with normal and patho-
logical voices also recorded in different locations, which are
not described but assumed to be acoustically identical [28].

Regarding UEX-Voice database, it was compiled using
an AKG 520 head-worn condenser cardioid microphone
attached to a TASCAM US322 interface using Audacity
2.0.5 recording software, with no special sound isolation from
aisles and surroundings. The sampling rate was 44.1 kHz, and
the resolution was 16 bits per sample.

SVD recordings were collected using a headset condenser
microphone fed directly into a Kay elemetrics Computerized
Speech Lab (CSL) station model 4300B, and recorded at
50 kHz sample rate and a bit depth of 16 bits inside a sound-
treated room [29].

Finally, for HUPA database recordings were performed
with the CSL 4300B equipment of Kay Elemetrics, using a
condender microphone as input device, sampling both signals
with a frequency of 50 kHz and 16 bits of quantization.
All the recordings were taken under the same conditions and
recording parameters, and were collected in a soundproof
room [27].

C. VOCAL TASK
In MEEI database each subject was asked to perform a sus-
tained phonation at a comfortable pitch and level for at least
3 seconds of the /a/ vowel, repeating the process 3 times, after
which an expert speech pathologist chose the best sample for
the database [28]. That sample was also trimmed down to
1 second looking for the stable part of the phonation before
including it into the database.

In the case of UEX-Voice, the phonation of the /a/ vowel
was kept up for at least 5 seconds in a single breath. Laryngo-
logical evaluationwas performed by an otorhinolaryngologist
using videostroboscopy. The leading and trailing segments of
the recording were discarded prior to storing the utterance in
the database. The depicted recording and research protocol
was approved by the bioethics committees from both UEX
and HSPdA.

SVD subjects on their side had to perform a phonation of
the /a/ vowel, among other tasks which are not of interest for
this study. A mid-section of the phonation was stored in the
database, avoiding onset and offset segments.

TABLE 1. Age distribution by database, disease, health status, and sex.
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Patients in HUPA database had to perform a sustained
phonation of the /a/ vowel. The resulting recording was later
trimmed, discarding the first 500 ms and the last part of the
utterances to avoid onset and offset issues, storing amidvowel
segment of about 3 seconds length for each utterance.

III. CORRUPTION METHODOLOGY
The main problem we find in moving from a research context
to a clinical one is the difference in environmental conditions.
Most diagnosis rooms are much more noise affected than
the labs where research recordings are usually taken. This is
especially true in the case of MEEI database, where not only
recording conditions are strictly controlled, but recordings
are also screened in order to obtain the best examples of
each disease. Therefore we have created a series of noise
corruption schemata that try to replicate some of the most
usual noises that could happen inside or in the surroundings
of a typical diagnosis room.

A. NOISE DATABASE
There are many resources available on the Internet, with
repositories containing sound samples from different sources,
some of them oriented to other fields such as speech recog-
nition. However, we have not found any published noise
database for voice corruption in a CAD setting. Specifi-
cally, we were looking for sounds that meet the following
requirements:

• The noise source would be common in a clinical
environment.

• The recording is clean, containing one kind of noise.
• The noise is recognizable when listening, so the record-
ing contains mostly noise from the source and not static
noise.

The most suitable alternative we found is the MUSAN
dataset [30], included in the OpenSLR repository.1 It contains
recordings of a variety of sounds, from which we extracted
a subgroup which fulfills the aforementioned conditions.
We selected 31 noise files which contain 7 different noise
types. Table 2 shows the distribution of recordings and noise
types present in the database. Noise classes include: indis-
tinct voices, keyboard typing, doors (opening, closing, and
squeaking), paper flicking, phone buzzers, meteorological
conditions, and people walking around.

TABLE 2. Types of noises considered and number of recordings present
in the corruption schemata.

1www.openslr.org

MUSAN dataset recording characteristics remain
unknown, as it is a compilation of different sources and
recording situations. However, all the noise samples con-
tained are available at a sampling rate of 16 kHz and a
resolution of 16 bits per sample, with a highly variable
recording length.

B. SPEECH CORRUPTION
Voice samples from both databases are intended to be affected
by selected noise samples in a realistic way. In this case,
noise is added to the recordings making sure that the Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) does not exceed a given threshold to
be configured at corruption time. We consider that noise is
usually produced at a low enough level to be unnoticed by the
patient or the practitioner at recording time, so the maximum
noise level should remain below the desired threshold at all
times during the voice recording.

In order to mimic such level, we perform the corruption
by applying some gain to the additive noise in order to limit
the effects of residual noise present in the voice recording,
as we only have control over the former. Even though voice
samples are intended to be recorded so that their signal power
remains constant, one of the effects of voice diseases is the
inability to control a steady output level. The same happens
for noise recordings since no considered noise is stationary.
Therefore, we have to ensure that the minimum signal and
noise difference stays in a predefined range. Consequently,
a Welch’s periodogram is computed both on the voice and
noise samples using a sliding window 10 ms long and a
stride of 5 ms for power calculation; the window with least
difference between signal and noise power is used to calculate
the noise gain in order to get the desired SNR. We decided to
add noise using SNRs of 20 and 30 dB, as lower levels would
probably be noticed at recording time.

Noise recordings usually exceed voice recording length,
so a random segment of the noise waveform is selected each
time corruption was performed, adding some variability as
noise samples will not be repeated in any iteration.

C. MCT APPROACHES
MCT requires a variety of conditions in the development
dataset but, from that starting point, there are different ways
to confront such task, which are shown in Fig. 1 and explained
below.

The first one is asymmetric MCT, where the development
dataset equals the size of the original dataset, but noise is
added proportionally to the number of noise types present
in the noise database, plus clean condition where no noise is
added. In our experiments there are 7 types of noise, so for
each classifier trained, 1/8 random subset of the original
dataset is affected by each type of noise and the rest remain
intact. As we have different number of noise recordings for
each type of noise, random selection of noise recording is
performed prior noise addition and subsequently we pick a
random one-second clip for noise addition.
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FIGURE 1. MCT selection process. The diagram shows an example: color
coded are i=6 subjects, n=2 noises, and s=2 SNR levels in a
2/3 train - 1/3 test split. In our case i is the database size as shown
in Table 1, n=31, s=2.

Another approach is symmetric MCT, where data aug-
mentation is performed. This MCT technique takes the orig-
inal recordings database and increases its size by adding
all the different noise conditions being considered. In our
case, 31 noise recordings were chosen, so the final dataset
is 32 times the size of the original one (31 different noise
affected datasets plus clean recordings). It is important to
note that with symmetric MCT one subject appears in the
dataset as many times as corruption conditions are present.
This leads to two different approaches: the first one treats
each recording as an independent instance and, when splitting
into training and test, recordings from the same subject can lie
in both subsets. It is also possible to add a stratification level
in which training and test sets are not built with recordings
but subjects, thus assigning all the recordings from a subject
to the randomly chosen subset, either training or test, so a
subject never has representation in both of them.

However, symmetric MCT methodology raises major con-
cerns. Data augmentation can lead to good classification
metrics, but constraints the generalization of the system, and
performance when assessing new unknown recordings usu-
ally suffers. This is especially true in the case of symmetric
MCT, since all of the individuals present in the development
dataset can have representation in both training and test sets.
In any case, although symmetric multicondition appears to

be flawed by design, we are including the experiments and
results obtained in order to further emphasize the concerns
this approach rises.

Figure 1 shows the process followed to implement the
aforementioned strategies. We start with one of the voice
databases containing recordings for i individuals and the
noise database of n noise recordings. We perform noise addi-
tion by adding the noises to the voice utterances using s differ-
ent SNRs and create a pool of recordings available for MCT
selection. That pool contains a total of i+(i×n×s) utterances,
i for the database size, i× n× s for all the combinations with
noises. For visual simplicity, in Fig. 1 i = 6, n = 2, s = 2.

From that pool, the MCT selection schema can be clean,
where only clean utterances are selected; asymmetric, where
each noise type is present proportionally, including clean
recordings, and only one recording per individual; patient-
stratified symmetric, where all of a individual recordings lay
either in train or test set; symmetric, where train and test
utterances are selected randomly.

IV. CAD SYSTEM
The process followed to build a CAD system for each pathol-
ogy is described next, specifically, feature extraction, feature
selection and classification, and cross-validation methods.

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
An initial number of 94 features was originally considered,
from which 2 are sex and age, and the rest are described next.
That set includes linear and non-linear features, all of them
used in previouswork either for functional voice disease diag-
nosis or other biomedical signal analysis. Extraction meth-
ods are coded in Python either using free implementations
available in public repositories or translating code from other
implementations. Analysis is performed in a long term basis
since all recordings have been pre-processed to match some
standard parameters as shown in section II-C.
Linear features include Cepstral Peak Prominence

(CPP) [6], [31], Glottal-to-Noise Excitation ratio (GNE,
4 features: mean, standard deviation, Teager Kaiser energy
Operator and squared energy operator) [32], [33], Glottal
Quotient (GQ, 3 features) [33], [34], Harmonic-to-Noise
Ratio (HNR) [33], [35], Jitter (22 features) [33], [36], Shim-
mer (22 features) [31], [33], Mel Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (MFCC, 13 features) [7].

In the nonlinear subset we consider correlation dimen-
sion (D2) [37], [38], First Minimum in Mutual Informa-
tion (FMMI) [38], [39], First Zero in Correlation Function
(FZCF) [38], [39], Hurst’s exponent (HURST) [37], [40],
MultiFractal SpectrumWidth (MFSW) [40], and Zero Cross-
ing Rate [38] (ZCR).

Finally, a set of entropies and complexities was computed,
including permutation entropy (PERMUTATION) [41], Pitch
Period Entropy (PPE) [33], [34], Recurrence Period Den-
sity Entropy (RPDE) [42], Shannon’s entropy (SHANNON)
[39], [43] and Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZ, 16 features
attending to different quantization bin size) [44], [45].
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B. FEATURE SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION
The number of features extracted is very high, and compara-
ble to the development set size for each disease. One desirable
characteristic in CAD systems is simplicity, as it would not
only solve the problem but also provide some insight in the
possible causes of the disease and why the system assigns a
label to a given sample. In classification tasks using acoustic
features, complexity grows as we increase the number of fea-
tures considered in the solution: a low number of features can
be interpretable as it is possible to discern which conditions
cause abnormal values.

Moreover, big feature vectors imply the possibility of
overfitting. In our case that risk is evident since the initial
number of features being considered outnumbers the size of
the databases used as seen in Table 1, where the sum of
pathological and normal individuals is lower than the num-
ber of features for all but one database-disease combination
(SVD-Reinke’s edema).

Given that we do not know the optimal number of features,
our approach mixes feature selection an classification tech-
niques in order to obtain optimal, small feature subsets: The
first step is getting rid of redundant information considering
pairwise correlation, reducing all the feature pairs that have a
high Pearson coefficient to a single representative, repeating
the process for every feature pair until no high correlation
pairs are present. This step is performed once and applied for
all the experiments proposed, as correlation only depends on
feature extraction step.

From the low correlation feature set we select, in each case,
a subset making use of Recursive Feature Elimination with
cross-validation (RFECV). A significant number of RFECV
repetitions with random cross-validation sampling are made
and the selected features of each one are collected. Then,
we created an optimum subset by counting the number of
times each feature is selected and choosing only the ones
which exceed the median number of repetitions.

Once we have a unique feature set for each training schema
we proceed to apply random forest classifiers. Prior to any
training we obtain an idea of the best hyperparameters by
means of a grid search over each MCT strategy-dataset
combination.

Finally, making use of the selected features and hyper-
parameters in each combination of database, disease and
corruption schema we train a set of classifiers: Starting with
the most repeated single feature in the RFECV step, a random
forest is trained and its performance measured. The process is
repeated adding features following the number of selections
order obtained by the RFECV process, until all features are
used, collecting the results for every feature set size. These
steps are repeated, all classifier outcomes are collected, per-
formance metrics are averaged and accuracy rate is used as
performance measurement.

Confusion matrices containing true positives (TP), false
positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false nega-
tives (FN) are collected. Average results for accuracy rate

((TP+TN )/(TP+TN +FP+FN )), specificity (TN/(TN +
FP)), sensitivity or recall (TP/(TP + FN )), precision
(TP/(TP+FP)), and area under the curve - receiver operating
characteristic (AUC-ROC) are collected as well as their
coefficient of variation (s/x̄ × 100), where s is the standard
deviation, and x̄ is the arithmetic mean.

Though the number of features selected by RFECV is
much lower than the original feature set size, we con-
sider that it is still high since accuracy usually reaches a
plateau or decays due to overfitting, so we chose to set a limit
in the number of features used by taking the lowest subset
whosemean accuracy reaches a certain threshold with respect
to the maximum accuracy obtained.

C. CROSS-VALIDATION
Training a classifier and thus creating a model is a process
driven by chance. The outcome is highly dependent on the
selection of training and test sets, especially when the devel-
opment set is small. In an ideal situation any combination
of training and test sets would yield equivalent models of
nearly identical performance. However, real life systems do
not fulfil this requirement, so we need a reliable method
to check a system performance. Cross-validation replicates
an experiment multiple times with different test-train splits
and averages their results, thus obtaining closer to the ideal
situation metrics. Two steps in the pipeline require of cross-
validation, and each one is performed in a different way:
RFECV and classifier training.

In feature selection, RFECV uses K-Fold cross-validation
in each step to select the least relevant features and dis-
card them. K-Fold is designed making sure to keep the sub-
ject stratification correct, meaning that we take special care
in the patient-stratified symmetric case for which, instead
of splitting by recording, we pick subgroups by patient,
and all recordings from a given patient lay in one of the
folds.

To check the possible performance impact of MCT
schemata, we perform cross-validation using a stratified shuf-
fle split strategy, where in each iteration we randomly choose
a portion of healthy and sick patients for the training set and
the rest for test set. In the cases of clean and asymmetric
MCT that task is trivial since pathological voice stratification
is enough, keeping the normophonic-pathological proportion
constant in training and test sets. However, in the case of
symmetric corruption the multiplicity of recordings from
each patient needs a closer look.

Two options arise, and both of them are tested: firstly,
a simple shuffle and splitting technique on the recordings
is performed, so we do not care if a patient had recordings
in both training and test sets; secondly, a patient-stratified
shuffling and splitting is performed along the usual patho-
logical stratification, ensuring that all the recordings from
a given individual lay in either training or test sets while
maintaining the normophonic-pathological proportion in
each one.
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V. RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We performed the steps detailed in Section IV: feature extrac-
tion, feature selection, classification, and cross-validation as
follows, repeating the experiment several times and averaging
the results. We have taken into consideration all 4 different
scenarios depicted:

• Clean recordings: Using the original datasets without
further manipulation.

• Asymmetric MCT: Partitioning the datasets into not
overlapping equal size subsets and adding one kind of
noise to each subset choosing a different noise sample
for each recording. We also kept one of the partitions
untouched.

• Symmetric MCT: Adding every sample from all of the
noise types to the whole recording set of each dataset,
thus working with an augmented database. Two different
approaches were taken in this case regarding patients:

– Patient stratified: Data manipulation in CAD train-
ing is aware of the patient, and it is taken into
consideration when splitting the dataset (patient-
stratified symmetric).

– Raw datasets: Every recording is considered as an
independent event (symmetric).

All vocal recordings were processed in the sameway: First,
all samples were trimmed down to 1 second length in order
to ensure homogeneous length across databases; later, all of
them were downsampled to 16 kHz prior corruption in order
to match noise files sampling rate; after that, noise was added
from all sources at all proposed SNRs; preprocessing was
applied to the sound files prior feature extraction, normalizing
amplitude to range [−1, 1]; and lastly, feature extraction was
performed for each recording.

Highly correlated features were discarded when the Pear-
son coefficient exceeded 0.8. After feature discarding, most
of the feature families such as jitter or shimmer were
stripped down to one representative feature. We finally
worked with the following 34 features: SEX, CPP, D2,
FMMI, FZCF, GNE mean value (GNE_mean), GNE stan-
dard devition (GNE_std), GNE Teager Kaiser energy
operator (GNE_SNR_TKEO), GNE squared energy opera-
tor (GNE_SNR_SEO), GQ pecentiles 5-95 (GQ_prc5-95),
HNR, HURST, JITTER absolute difference (JITTER_abs_
diff), LZ2, MFCC (MFCC_1-13), MFSW, PERMUTATION,
PPE, RPDE, SHANNON, SHIMMER absolute difference
(SHIMMER_abs_diff), and ZCR.

RFECV was performed following a 2-Fold cross-
validation strategy, which consequently uses a
50/50 training/test splitting, computing 500 iterations during
feature selection stage, using a random forest classifier with
default parameters. For the classification task, 1000 shuffle
and split repetitions were made using a 2/3 to 1/3 train/test
proportion, and each train-test pair was used to train classi-
fiers using an increasing number of features following the
number of times each feature was selected in the RFECV

selection step until all features were used, and their confusion
matrices were collected. The threshold in accuracy for the
final feature selection step was 0.975 times the maximum
mean accuracy rate.

We will now detail the results obtained after training clas-
sifiers for the studied diseases: nodules, polyps, and Reinke’s
edema, and will compare the outcomes of using the original
voice recordings, and the noise corruption scenarios pro-
posed. Different scenarios will make use of different feature
sets, which will be detailed and compared. Average results for
accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision, and AUC-ROC
will be displayed as well as their coefficient of variation.

B. NODULES
Metrics (Table 4) reveal that classifiers trained using MEEI
database recordings are much more capable of a correct clas-
sification than the classifiers trained using any other database
by a huge margin of more than 25% in accuracy rate: the
almost perfect MEEI recordings easily achieve accuracies
over 0.9 for all the experiments, no matter the corruption
method, whereas the more realistic recordings of UEX-Voice,
SVD, and HUPA do not get over 0.71 of accuracy, with the
exception of symmetric corruption.

FIGURE 2. Mean ROC curves for nodules disease experiments. (a) MEEI
database, (b) UEX-Voice database, (c) SVD database, (d) HUPA database.

Furthermore, the behavior of specificity, sensitivity, pre-
cision, and AUC-ROC appears to follow that of accuracy
rate as a general rule, decreasing in a similar way as noise
is introduced, so the system tends to maintain its ability
throughout all the patients for a given database. AUC-ROC
(curves on Fig. 2) values under clean conditions indicate
a moderate ability to discern healthy from pathological
voices for any disease. However, specificity shows a sub-par
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TABLE 3. Features selected for nodules disease. Corruption cases are: Clean, Asymmetric, Patient-stratified symmetric, Symmetric.

performance for clean, asymmetric, and patient-stratified
symmetric MCTs for all but SVD, showing that the classifier
struggles to correctly classify healthy utterances, which is
interesting as MEEI and UEX-Voice databases healthy group
outnumbers pathological groups.

Coefficient of variation provides a deeper insight in the
different performances. In MEEI database, while accuracy,
sensitivity, and AUC-ROC variation tend to stay low, speci-
ficity and precision variation coefficient is three times as
high. UEX-Voice, SVD, and HUPA on the other hand show
a lower performance, not only in the mean values, but also
in variability, with extreme cases like sensitivity for SVD
database, asymmetric case, where we find that the coefficient
of variation reaches 34%.

Differences in performance as we change corruption are
remarkable: as we introduce noise, in the asymmetric case,
performance decays slightly for MEEI and HUPA databases,
but for UEX-Voice and SVD database accuracy remains
almost equal, and even some variation coefficients are better.
Looking at the symmetric corruption schema performance,
it is very interesting to compare the results when perform-
ing two different data augmentation strategies: not taking
care of patients when dividing the dataset, and splitting the

training and test sets attending to the patient. In the former
case performance levels rise to almost perfect classifiers with
accuracy, specificity, sensitivity and precision levels between
0.94 and 0.99. For the latter case results are quite interesting:
the levels achieved are generally lower than the clean and
asymmetric counterparts.

Table 3 shows features selected for nodules disease when
using the different database-MCT schema combinations.
When taking apart MEEI database which is not realis-
tic, and both symmetric MCT schemata because of their
metholodogical issues, the only feature selected more than
once under good methodological and environmental condi-
tions is PERMUTATION.

C. POLYPS
Table 6 shows that for MEEI database, the baseline of clean
case is quite good, with high accuracy, specificity, sensitivity,
precision, and AUC-ROC mean levels, being specificity the
worst and also the most affected by corruption, with a 13.4%
performance dropping in the case of asymmetric corruption
and even more for patient-stratified symmetric corruption.

Meanwhile, UEX-Voice database shows more homoge-
neous values: for clean, asymmetric, and patient-stratified
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TABLE 4. Mean and coefficient of variation (CV) for accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity obtained for nodules disease.

symmetric cases, we obtain less than 5% difference in mean
accuracy. SVD and HUPA databases yield worse results:
whereas in the former asymmetric corruption only drops 3%
and patient-stratifiedMCT drops 10%, the latter decays about
12% for asymmetric MCT and 15% for patient-stratified
MCT. It is also remarkable the surprisingly low values
obtained in the symmetric case for SVD database, which
are good in comparison within the dataset, but quite low
for a MCT-based comparison. Apart from that exception,
symmetric corruption on its side gets overoptimistic results
between 0.95 and 0.98 values for all the databases.

Once again, specificity, sensitivity, precision, and
AUC-ROC follow the values obtained for accuracy, although
in this case, unlike with nodules disease, specificity does
not show the same weakness, with the exception of MEEI
database. In this case, area under ROC curves, shown in Fig. 3
is quite good, reaching values over 0.80 for UEX-voice
and HUPA databases which makes the system a fairly good
detector in both cases. We can see in the flatter curves of
subfigure 3(c) the difficulties with SVD database.

However, corruption affects differently all datasets: MEEI
and HUPA corruption tends to be more noticeable with worse
outcomes as we introduce noise, whereas UEX-Voice and
SVD mean levels usually remain closer to clean condition
for asymmetric and patient-stratified symmetric corruption
schemata. Coefficient of variation follows the same trend:
whereas asymmetric corruption in MEEI affects more nega-
tively than in the other three databases, patient-stratified sym-
metric levels are better and, in some cases, even outperform
the clean case with less variation for mean values in the same
range.

In Table 5 we can see that in this case CPP stands as a good
predictor under all circumstances. Furthermore, if we restrict
the selection to realistic conditions (UEX-Voice, SVD,HUPA

FIGURE 3. Mean ROC curves for polyps disease experiments. (a) MEEI
database, (b) UEX-Voice database, (c) SVD database, (d) HUPA database.

databases, and clean or asymmetric MCT), CPP is the only
common feature selected.

D. REINKE’s EDEMA
Once again, performances obtained, shown in Table 8, are
great for MEEI database, with all metrics over 0.9 under
clean training conditions, and accuracy, sensitivity, precision,
andAUC-ROC above 0.96. Asymmetric and patient-stratified
symmetric accuracy stay in the same range, with a penalty
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TABLE 5. Features selected for polyps disease. Corruption cases are: Clean, Asymmetric, Patient-stratified symmetric, Symmetric.

of 4-5%, and sensitivity stays above 0.96, while specificity
suffers a significant drop of 11% for asymmetric MCT, and
14% for patient-stratified MCT.

UEX-Voice, on its side, reaches good accuracy, specificity,
and sensitivity levels, all over 0.72, for clean and asymmetric
schemata, and results are also good for patient-stratified sym-
metric corruption, which gets the best accuracy and sensitiv-
ity results within the database. The same is true for HUPA
database, with very similar to those of UEX-Voice mean
levels for all metrics in all clean, asymmetric, and patient-
stratified schemas. SVD on its side yields worse accuracy
results. While UEX-Voice and HUPA performance drop with
respect to MEEI database is 21%, in the case of SVD it
goes further, up to 26%. Once again, symmetric MCT yields
almost 1 accuracy values for every database.

Specificity, sensitivity, precision, and AUC-ROC easily
follow accuracy in both, values and trend, as we introduce
corrupted recordings, which shows the classifiers consistency
for both healthy and pathological samples, although it is
worth mentioning that for MEEI database, specificity drop
is more noticeable than in any other database. AUC-ROC
is remarkably good for HUPA and UEX-Voice databases,
with values over 0.85. Once again, the flatter curves for SVD

database shown in Fig. 4 show the difficulties the systemfinds
in detecting diseases within this dataset.

In this case, Table 7 shows that GNE_mean is a great
predictor since it is selected by 10 out of 12 database-MCT
schema combinations. If we restrict ourselves to UEX-Voice,
SVD, and HUPA databases, and clean and asymmetric MCT,
GNE_mean is also the only common selected feature.

VI. DISCUSSION
Wehave studied the effects of threeMCT strategies over three
diseases and four databases. Results show a clear influence of
the MCT strategy on the outcomes. Symmetric MCT is note-
worthy as it gets very good results in every database-disease
combination, not only in mean values, but also in relative
dispersion. Under this type of corruption method, all con-
sidered noises are added to every utterance in the database.
The result is striking, especially comparing it with patient-
stratified symmetric corruption, for which the performance
is assimilable to the one obtained with clean recordings and
asymmetric corruption.

Athough addressed for other non physiological diseases,
voice replication and data augmentation techniques are
a major concern in the field of diagnosis using vocal
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TABLE 6. Mean and coefficient of variation (CV) for accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity obtained for polyps disease.

TABLE 7. Features selected for Reinke’s edema. Corruption cases are: Clean, Asymmetric, Patient-stratified symmetric, Symmetric.

recordings [46]. The overoptimistic performance of sym-
metric MCT shows the methodological failure and origin
of the great difference between symmetric and the rest of

MCT schemata: the same subject can have, and in fact has,
recordings both in training and testing sets. The presence
of subjects in both sets helps the classifier, which learns
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TABLE 8. Mean and coefficient of variation (CV) for accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity obtained for Reinke’s disease.

FIGURE 4. Mean ROC curves for Reinke’s disease experiments. (a) MEEI
database, (b) UEX-Voice database, (c) SVD database, (d) HUPA database.

to distinguish not only disease from normal recordings, but
subjects themselves. This fact has a great influence in the
outcome but raises strong methodological concerns.

Besides, symmetric MCT shows another weak spot in
the number of features selected in each case. We can see
that for most database-disease combinations, the number of
features required to achieve its results is higher than any
other combination. Typical numbers range around 8 selected
features with sporadic cases where only 4 or 5 features are
needed. On the contrary, the rest of MCT schemata behave

the opposite, usually selecting 4 or 5 features with sporadic
cases where up to 7 features are needed.

Although less evident than in the symmetric case, patient-
stratified symmetry still involves methodological concerns.
The lack of presence of subjects in both training and testing
sets prevents the results to be overoptimistic, but the sample
database size is still artificially increased. Asymmetric cor-
ruption and patient-stratified symmetric corruption perform
similarly, but a closer look reveals that whereas asymmetry
tends to yield better mean metrics, coefficient of variation is
usually better in the patient-stratified symmetric case, so there
appears to be a trade-off. This can be explained by the mul-
tiple repetitions of a subject within training or testing sets,
which lowers speaker variability.

The results obtained with asymmetric MCT indicate
that this strategy is effective to achieve noise-robustness,
since the maximum degradation in mean accuracy across
the twelve cases with respect to the clean case is 12.6%
for HUPA-polyps combination, followed by HUPA-nodules
with 8.45% and most differences below 6%. Furthermore,
the results shown when using patient-stratified symmetric
MCT approach do not support a performance improvement.
Therefore, asymmetric MCT is proposed as the most suitable
strategy to follow, being also methodologically rigorous since
it does not artificially increase the sample size.

Selected features and their significance play an important
role in the outcomes of the experiments. Every feature and
feature family considered in section IV-A has its own pecu-
liarities, strengths and weaknesses. Some of them depend
on non-acoustical characteristics present in the signal, like
its length in the case of entropies. This question is solved
by maintaining as much homogeneity as possible across
recordings in all their ‘‘physical’’ aspects like length, sample
rate or bit depth. Moreover, nonlinear analysis requires of
a careful selection of hyperparameters in order to obtain
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significant results which is addressed making use of some
simple strategies found in literature [38], [39], [47].

An analysis of selected features from the experiments
based on the two noise conditions that do not increase the
sample size, clean and asymmetric MCT, and the three real-
istic databases, UEX_Voice, SVD, and HUPA, reveals which
features are more reliable. Table 9 summarizes those features.

TABLE 9. Most selected features by subgroups.

Subgroups identify which parameter is fixed and its value.
For noise conditions we fix values clean and asymmetric and
for each one of them we iterate over database (UEX_Voice,
SVD, HUPA) and disease (nodules, polyps, Reinke). If we
look at databases fixed values are UEX_Voice, SVD, HUPA
and the counting is carried on noise condition (clean, asym-
metric) and disease (nodules, polyps, Reinke). Finally, if we
focus on diseases, fixing nodules, polyps, and Reinke’s dis-
ease, we iterate over noise condition (Clean, asymmetric) and
database (UEX_Voice, SVD, HUPA)

Although there is a variety of highlighted features, there are
some common features being selected, which are, therefore,
themost robust ones as they are valid in awide range of condi-
tions. Cepstral analysis seems to be very useful as it includes
two features: CPP, which seems to be the most reliable, and
MFCC03. Glottal-to-Noise excitation also appears in every
situation (fixing noise condition, database, and disease). Non-
linear features are also present with PERMUTATION, D2,
and LZ2, although the latter one only appears in clean cases.

Obtained from the cepstrum of a sound, CPP has been con-
sidered the most successful acoustic feature for vocal quality
assessment [48]. High CPP values correspond to a well-
defined harmonic structure, whereas periodicity perturba-
tions (commonly present due to the considered pathologies)
decrease their values. Being selected in 4 out of 9 exper-
iments under asymmetric MCT, CPP feature seems to be
still reliable under noisy conditions. It does not dominate
the classification processes as in the clean case, but it
is as important as the other two most repeated features
(PERMUTATION and GNE_mean).

GNE estimates the excitation due to vocal fold oscilla-
tions versus the excitation created by turbulent noise. It uses

the correlation of Hilbert envelopes of frequency channels
uniformly distributed along the spectrum, and detects turbu-
lent noise as narrow band noise. As our noise is not band-
width limited, such detection can be performed efficiently.
Furthermore, [49] considers GNE calculation robust because
it does not require estimations of the fundamental frequency,
which is a complicated task, encumbered by the pathological
voice, and even more difficult to perform in the presence of
environmental noise.

The capability of PERMUTATION to model the character-
istics of a biological system even when there is contamination
by noise is known from other biomedical applications, such
as studies related to brain or heart activity [50]. Its robustness
for the detection of benign vocal fold lesions under noisy
conditions is demonstratedwith this work as it mostly appears
under asymmetric MCT.

Despite the fact they are not vocal source-related features,
previous scientific work has considered the use of MFCCs
for the detection of laryngeal pathologies. In [51] the authors
report a lower first formant frequency of vocal polyp patients
based on a higher tongue position during phonation, com-
pared to healthy subjects. This means that, for subjects with a
laryngeal disorder, also the shape of the vocal tract is changed
during phonation.

The system does not select common features for a given
disease for different MCT schema, as neither does MCT
schemata comparison for different disease as well, if we
do not take account of the database. MEEI database seems
to prefer nonlinear characteristics, with MFSW or FZCF
unlike the other databases, where they have a low number
of appearances. UEX-Voice seems to prefer cepstral analysis
with a great number of MFCCs, being selected, specifically
MFCC3, on the top selected features. SVD concentrates a
great number of selected features around Glottal-To-Noise
Excitation ratio. For HUPA database entropies seem to be
the best predictor. Therefore, apart from the fact that MEEI
database metrics are better than those of any other one,
database has a greater impact on selected features than dis-
ease or corruption.

Table 1 shows sex and age distribution for each combina-
tion of database and disease after subject selection process
to create a balanced experiment, described before. Age usu-
ally does not constitute a problem as it is relatively easy to
find pathological voices for each disease in a wide range of
ages, as is shown by average and standard deviation values
on table 1.

Gender on its side has shown to be a more important issue
in voice pathology. Women are more prone to suffer from
vocal fold diseases like Reinke’s edema because of their
vocal fold structure [52], but gender aspects also influence
the acoustical feature values obtained in signal analysis [53].
This might explain the differences in feature selection among
databases: although sex is never selected as a good predictor,
the proportion of male/female subjects in both healthy and
pathological recordings varies throughout databases. Table 1
shows an obvious female prevalence in all diseases, and
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a female/male proportion that does not match for different
database-disease combinations. The effect on acoustical fea-
tures, feature selection, and therefore in classification task,
although interesting, can not be usually addressed due to the
imbalance [12].

There is a lack of comparable results due to the novelty
of applying MCT to the specific field of voice diagnosis.
Moreover, robustness assessment has not been thoroughly
discussed beyond some specific pitch related features [54].
However, we can check our results against those obtained in
studies that overlap in the use of similar parameters (database,
disease, features and/or classifier) as a baseline.

Clean results from our classifiers stand a comparison
with previous related work. Accuracy, specificity, sensitiv-
ity, precision, and AUC-ROC for MEEI database are shown
in Table 4 for nodules (0.95, 0.87, 0.98, 0.93, 0.95 ), Table 6
for polyps (0.93, 0.82, 0.97, 0.93, 0.96), and Table 8 for
Reinke’s edema (0.96, 0.91, 0.98, 0.97, 0.99), and establish
the baseline to which corruption results will be compared.
This baseline is in the vicinity of results obtained in other
MEEI research studies: [13] reaches accuracies between
0.91 and 0.97, specificities between 0.73 and 0.90, sensitivi-
ties between 0.94 and 0.98, and AUC-ROC between 0.89 and
0.98 diagnosing pathological voices with a feature set consist-
ing of MFCCs, Energy, HNR, NNE, and GNE; [55] achieves
0.95 accuracy, 0.94 specificity, 0.95 sensitivity, and 0.99 ROC
using HNR, Normalized Noise Energy (NNE), GNE, and
12 MFCCs with a GMM detector, and accuracies ranging
0.88 - 0.96, specificities ranging 0.87 - 0.98, sensitivities
ranging 0.88 - 0.97, and AUC-ROC ranging 0.94 - 0.99, using
other feature sets; [15] achieves 0.94 accuracy discriminating
nodules and polyps among others. These results, although not
directly comparable because of the discrepancies on method-
ology since they mix diseases, use other features or build a
different classifier, consolidate our clean results as a good
enough baseline to which compare MCT performance.

SVD andHUPAdatabases have been available for a shorter
period of time, thus they have not been used as thoroughly
as MEEI in research, making it more difficult to find com-
parable studies. However, some results match our accuracy
levels. Reference [56] uses different combinations of fea-
tures, including glottal source features, spectral and cepstral
analysis (using MFCCs) to achieve 0.78 accuracy, 0.80 sen-
sitivity, and 0.77 specificity when classifying healthy and
pathological voices from HUPA, whereas for SVD yields
0.74 accuracy, 0.75 sensitivity, and 0.71 specificity. Refer-
ence [13] uses HMM to detect the pathological voices present
in the dataset with accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and AUC-
ROC ranging 0.68 - 0.82, 0.53 - 0.83, 0.78 - 0.86 and
0.72 - 0.83 respectively, whereas we detect one pathology
each time against a balanced normomorphic subset and our
results coherently range 0.71 - 0.79, 0.68 - 0.80, 0.75 - 0.78,
and 0.77 - 0.87.

Metrics analysis confirms the different performance of
MEEI in relation to the other three databases. MEEI mean
levels for clean baseline are all in the same range for every

disease, with great accuracy, as expected, and sensitivity
levels, and very good specificity. This is due to the different
recording conditions for normal and pathological speakers,
and subsequent selection of disease affected utterances.

Observed performance difference when applying the
methodology to any other database comes undoubtedly from
the recording conditions. An inter-database MCT analysis is
interesting, as we can see how the performance for asymmet-
ric training in MEEI is not comparable to clean training with
UEX-Voice, SVD, and HUPA databases, what tells us that
MEEI database collecting methodology, including strictly
controlled environment along with screening and selection of
the included recordings, makes pathological voices easily dis-
cernible. This is an issue that has already been addressed, and
as such, should be only used as starting point, and for research
where classification accuracy is not the main goal [57], which
is the case.

MCT applied to speaker and speech recognition, fields
where this work is inspired from, gets results that support
the use of this technique in this scenario. Word accuracy
in [58] drops approximately 1% when a MCT with a SNR
of 20 dB is applied to the word recognition problem. Those
results encourage us to further study the capabilities of this
technique.

VII. CONCLUSION
We have studied the effects ofMCT approach in voice disease
detection from sustained vowel recordings. We made use
of MEEI, UEX-Voice, SVD, and HUPA databases healthy
samples and nodules, polyps, and Reinke’s edema affected
recordings. For every database-disease combination a set
of random forest classifiers was trained under four condi-
tions: clean, asymmetric corruption, symmetric corruption,
and patient-stratified symmetric corruption and their ability
to discriminate between healthy and pathological samples
using a set of acoustic features extracted from each condition
set was tested.

The noise used in the corruption strategies (asymmetric,
symmetric, and patient-stratified symmetric) was chosen and
added in a way that it accurately replicates the acoustical con-
ditions that could be found in a typical clinical environment,
either in its nature, selecting the appropriate sources, and in
its relative level with respect to the specific recording.

Symmetric corruption adds all considered noises to every
utterance in the database, performing also a data augmen-
tation schema. That augmentation has a great influence in
the outcome, leads to overoptimistic results if no further
subject-stratification is performed, and raises methodolog-
ical concerns due to the artificial increase of dataset size.
If the classifier is trained using a patient-stratified schema,
accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity values align with those
obtained using clean and asymmetric strategies, though vari-
ance is usually lower.

Asymmetric corruption, which adds noise to randomly
chosen samples from the database, causes only a small degra-
dation in accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity in every case.
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However, such degradation is small enough to consider the
accuracy-robustness trade-off beneficial. Furthermore, pre-
serving the dataset size makes this strategy the only one that
does not raise any concerns about its validity. We strongly
advise on using it as the methodology to be used in future
research.

The effects mentioned in the two previous paragraphs have
been observed in all databases, what allows us to consider
that the results can be extrapolated to new unknown inputs.
Further work would be necessary to check the consistency of
results using larger voice datasets (number of samples per dis-
ease andmulti-class classification) and increasing the number
of noise conditions (noise types and amount of samples per
type present in the noise database).
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